
WRITE A DESCRIPTIVE ESSAY ABOUT A PERSON

First, you should choose the person who will be the subject of this description. For example, you can write a descriptive
essay about a person you love. On the.

Find appropriate words to describe something you wanted so bad you were ready to steal it due to the fact you
did not have enough money to buy it. So I decided to describe the appearance of any woman I have ever
known, but not related to me. John smiled. So, writers usually decide to create essays about an extraordinary
historical personality or write a descriptive essay about a person you admire. And I hope that adventure
continues for years to come, even after we are grown and have our own separate lives. Topics are set out in
each separate paragraph and a topic sentence begins that paragraph and need to relate to your introductory
paragraph and your thesis. Adding this extreme personality trait gave John more character in the sample
paragraph. How does the author reveal everything about that main character? After all, we can write a text
about the favorite person, the great friend, the nice relative, but also about the unloved one, who will never be
your friend He repairs mobile phones, laptops and digital equipment. As you start writing more descriptive
essays, make sure you paint a picture of your character. The stubble around his mouth shaped his smile
making it seem larger than it was. If you decided to consider famous people, it could help to detect the name
of your subject from the very beginning. Order now Now take that sentence and use actions to describe John.
Take time to revise and edit the paper with the help of various free online grammar checking tools. Things to
take with you on a sea trip. Her eyebrows were long and slim. Lastly, you can conclude the descriptive essay
by showing how all these traits and emotions complete the individual. Some students want to describe the
rooms they are living in on campus. Just write down all the most critical features you remember. Character
traits. Does each section of your essay focus on one aspect of your description? Those piercing brown eyes are
throwing daggers of light, and those long legs are poised in a true fighting stance, like she is ready to go 16
rounds. The first was a simple description of John while the second used action verbs and behaviors to
describe him. Describe why you believe in a friendship between man and woman based on your own
experience. No matter whether you have a list of wonderful topics or the one your teacher expects to see:
brainstorming is the key! List out in the columns any sensation or feeling that you associate with the topic that
you are writing about. In the introduction, introduce your character and some of their traits. We have discussed
above methods to differentiate your descriptive essay, whether it is about a person or a place, in order for it to
stand out from all the other essays that your classmates or colleagues may be writing. Choose your Type of
Work Writing. Adding details to your essay with the help of enriched English vocabulary and online
dictionaries. If you can do this, then your essay is a success, if not, then you have a lot of work to do. My
neighbor Considering the topic before writing this essay, I kept thinking about whom is better to write: about
someone of my friends, about my mother or about a familiar aunt? When you determine what you want to
express, you will begin to select material for your work. Are all paragraphs arranged in the most efficient way;
are they properly connected with the help of corresponding transition words? The way you create a mental
image for the reader defines your ability to make up a good descriptive essay. Although you may be assigned
to write a description of a place, you should not be limited to a physical location. Does your essay possess any
unnecessary details in your description which can be thrown away or replaced by the more meaningful
information? The true value of vegetables in the markets. Emma is a middle-aged woman, she is over forty.


